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1. Introduction 
We use topological models of intuitionistic analysis to answer some of the 
recent questions of Kadison [7] concerning diagonalization of matrices of 
continuous functions. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let %(X) be the 
ring of continuous real functions on X. In the topological interpretation of 
intuitionistic analysis over X [3], %(X) represents the internal set of (Dedekind) 
reals. Thus we can address the questions from [7] simply by intuitionistic 
examination of elementary linear algebra. We show that for O-dimensional spaces 
X, diagonalization of y1 x rz symmetric matrices over q(X) is characterized by 
requiring that any two disjoint open F, sets have disjoint closures, i.e. X is an 
F-space [4,5]. In fact, we obtain this result as a consequence of a stronger, 
internal intuitionistic result. Internally, the condition states that the ordering 6 
on Dedekind reals is a linear ordering. 
When we first obtained these results in March 1983, we were aware of the 
slightly prior related work of W. Zame, who used the methods of analysis. Our 
main point here is to establish these results as a simple application of logic. 
1. Real matrices in intuitionistic setting 
In this section we refrain from any uses of Excluded Middle. The set of 
Dedekind reals 1w is defined as the set of all pairs (L, U) E P(Q) x C?(Q) such that 
(L, U) is a Dedekind cut: 
(i) 3p, q E Q (p E L A q E u>, 
(ii) tlp~Qi(pEUr\pEL), 
(iii) VpEQ(pELct3qELq>p), 
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(iv) VpEQ(pcU++3qEUq<p), 
(v) Vp,qEa(p>q+pEUVqEL). 
We let (L, U) s (L’, U’) iff L c L’ and U’ s U. Intuitionistic Dedekind reals 
have been studied by topos-theorists and logicians, cf. [3, 91 for basic facts and 
further references. 
Theorem 1.1. The assumptions 
and 
“Every real may be approximated by a Cauchy sequence in 0’. (1) 
Va,bER3cElR(a=cbvb=ca) (2) 
(intuitionistically) imply diagonalization of all n x n real symmetric matrices, i.e. 
for every such matrix M one can find a unitary real n x n matrix s such that STMS 
is a diagonal matrix. 
Remark. A specialist will note that we are claiming this in any topos with a 
natural number object, in fact that the theorem is provable in second-order 
intuitionistic arithmetic HAS [ 111. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from a series of lemmata: 
Lemma 1.2. Assume (1). Then the complex numbers are integrally closed. 
Proof (outline). Let P(X) = xn + a,_lxn-l + . - . + a,x + a, be a rational complex 
polynomial. The equation P(x) = 0 can be solved as follows. We may assume that 
gcd(P, P’) = 1, and therefore that P has only single roots. Then use the Newton’s 
method to give roots by approximation. In general, P(x) can be approximated by 
a sequence of rational complex polynomials. The first intuitionistic argument of 
this sort was given in [2]. Another proof is in [l]. 0 
Proposition 1.3. Each of the following assertions implies the next: 
Va, b E R 3c E R (a = cb v b = ca), 
Va,bER(ab=O*a=Ovb=O), 




Proof. (2) + (3). If a = cb, then a2 = cba = 0, so a = 0. 
(3)+(4). Leta’=min{a-b,O}, b’=max{a-b,O}. Thena’b’=O, soa’=O 
or b’ = 0 by (3). 0 
Proposition 1.4. Assume (2). Then: 
Va,bER(O~a~b-+3cER(c~l~a=cb)). (5) 
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Proof. Suppose 0 <a =Z 6. By (2), there exists c E IF8 so that a = cb or b = cu. If 
b=ca, then Oaa-b=a-ca=a(l-c). By (4), ~21, because a~0. Then 
a = c-lb. Therefore we can always assume a = cb. By (4), if c > 1 for such c, then 
a 2 b, so a = b because we assumed a < b, and thus we can also take c = 1. 0 
Lemma 1.5. Assume (2) and let A be a real n x n matrix such that det A = 0. Then 
one can find a vector x E R” one of whose components is 1, such that Ax = 0. 
Proof. By induction on n. We use (3), (4), and (5) extensively. Consider n + 1. 
By row permutation, we can assume that the modulus of a pivot is > the moduli 
of the entries below it in the same column. The modulus of a pivot may not be L 
the moduli of the entries to its right in the same row. In this case the variable with 
the row’s entry of largest modulus corresponds to a column of the lower 
right-hand n x n submatrix A. It can be expressed in terms of the other n 
variables. Using this change of variables, we reduce to the n x n case for 
A - (transformation matrix). 0 
Lemma 1.6. Assume (2). Then the Gram-Schmidt algorithm is available. 
Proof. By (5), we can divide a vector by its length as follows. Given x = 
(x1, . . . , x,), let 
-1 
aJ=xj 2x: , ( > l<j<n-1. i=l 
Note that Cy:t $ d 1. Let cu, = f(1 - Cy:f $)f, where the sign of an is chosen 
by (4) so that a,,(C~=,x~)f and x, are of the same sign. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Eigenvalues of a real symmetric n x n matrix M are 
obtained by Lemma 1.2. Note that in the following we do not have to distinguish 
between eigenvalues. We can assume by (4) that they are arranged, say, in < 
order. By Lemma 1.5, pick a unit eigenvector corresponding to the first 
eigenvalue Al. By Lemma 1.6, this eigenvector can be assumed to be the first 
column of a unitary n X n matrix S, such that STM& has all entries below the top 
entry A1 in the first column equal to zero. Concentrate to the lower right-hand 
corner of size (n - 1) X (n - 1) and apply these steps with respect to the next 
eigenvalue AZ, . . . . The Schur triangular form thus obtained is in fact diagonal, 
because A4 is symmetric. 0 
We now show that (2) in fact characterizes diagonalization in the 2 x 2 case: 
Theorem 1.7. The following are (intuitionistically) equivalent: 
- For every 2 x 2 real symmetric matrix M one can find a unitary 2 X 2 real 
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matrix S so that STMS is diagonal. 
- Va, 6 E R 3c E R (a = cb v 6 = ca). (2) 
Proof. Suppose 
has a unit eigenvector. By the defining property (v) of Dedekind reals, one of its 
coordinates is invertible, so we may look at 
thus b(1 -x2) = 2ax. Again by (v), x2< 4 or x2> a. In the first case (1 -x2)-’ 
exists, so b = 2ax(l -x2)-i. In the second case x-l exists, so a = ib(l -x2)x-‘. 
Thus (2). 
Conversely, notice that square roots are defined because of (4) in Proposition 
1.3. Thus one can always find eigenvalues, and proceed as in Lemmata 1 S, 1.6, 
and in the proof of Theorem 1.1. (In fact, the algorithm is somewhat better, 
because we can proscribe choices involved in the proof of Lemma 1.6.) 0 
2. Topological interpretation 
One way of interpreting intuitionistic assertions in a classical setting is to 
consider them as open sets of a topological space X, indeed, as elements of a 
complete Heyting algebra [3]. The internal objects of a model are specified so 
that to each sentence A one associates an open subset /IAll c X. The rationals of 
the topological model over X are just the rationals. One lets \]qi = q21) =X if 
q1 = q2, and 0 otherwise. The reals of the model are real continuous functions on 
X. One defines 
((a = b (( = int{x E X ( a(x) = 6(x)}, 
[Ia < 611 = int{x E X / a(x) d 6(x)}, 
Ila < b I( = {x E X I a(x) < 6(x)}. 
Then let 
IIA A WI = IlAll ” IIBII, 
I]A v B]] = ]]A]/ U ]lB]/, 
lIA+ BII = WWllAll> U ll~ll>~ 
lI14l =intWIiAl(), 
113~ E SA(x)ll = U {114-d : x E ISi>, 
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IIvx E Wx)lt = int fl {IIAWII :x E IsI>, 
where ISI represent an internal object S. 
(The specialists will notice that, for our purposes, it is legitimate to consider 
global sections only.) 
One has a standard fact [3]: 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose an assertion A about the reals is provable intuitionistically. 
Then IIA II =X. 
A compact Hausdorff space X is a natural setting for the questions posed in [7]. 
Let Z(X) be the commutative C*-algebra of real continuous functions on X. 
Theorem 1.1 implies 
Theorem 2.2. Let any two disjoint open F, subsets of X have disjoint closures, and 
let X be O-dimensional. Then for every n X n symmetric matrix M over %(X) there 
exists a unitary n X n matrix P over S’(X) so that PTMP is diagonal. 
Proof. Let a E q(X). 
is a closed Ga set. Next, if X has the properties assumed in the statement of the 
theorem, every bounded real continuous function on an open F, set can be 
extended to a real continuous function on X [5]. (The main point is that X is 
normal, and that it has a basis of clopen sets.) Thus in fact l](5)]] = X. Therefore 
l]diagonalizationl] = X by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1, so the theorem follows 
from the existence of a basis of clopens for X, because ]I (1) ]I = X [3]. 0 
Remark. V(X) is a commutative von Neumann algebra iff X is extremally 
disconnected [5], i.e. every open set has an open closure. The lattice of open sets 
is then a complete Boolean algebra, so one can apply a Boolean-valued model of 
classical set theory [lo]. In the context of Theorem 2.2, one has only a countably 
complete Boolean algebra of clopen sets. Preservation of truth values under 
completion was recently studied in [6]. 
Theorem 1.7 similarly implies: 
Theorem 2.3. The following are equivalent for O-dimensional spaces X: 
(i) For every 2 X 2 symmetric matrix M over %(X) there exists a 2 X 2 unitary 
matrix P over %(X) so that PTMP is diagonal. 
(ii) Any two disjoint open F, subsets of X have disjoint closures. 
Remark. Professor Kadison informs us that more recently, K. Grove and G.K. 
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Pedersen (Diagonalizing matrices over %(X), J. Functional Analysis, 59 (1984) 
65-89) gave a complete characterization of the compact Hausdorff spaces X over 
which each normal it x II matrix can be diagonalized for each n. Their 
characterization is stated in terms of G-bundles over closed subsets of X, for G a 
symmetric group or the circle group. They use sophisticated geometric-operator 
algebra methods for this. 
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